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If you take a moment from your busy day and look really close; zoom in to the things around you and focus,
just as if youâ re ready to take a picture with a professional ten mega pixels camera, you will see things you
never knew were there, things you may have missed beforeâ ¦
And if you look deeper, you can actually see hope blossoming in places you never expected!
If you feel you have lost hope and that you are unable to find it, if you feel that lifeâ s hardships have
stripped your will to hope and your faith in a better day or another chance, you will find that you are
mistakenâ ¦
Hope is when you see how bad things are and you still believe you deserve betterâ ¦
Hope is when your world is falling apart yet you still hold on to the things that mean to you the mostâ ¦
As long as you believe, hope will be always there, hiding in corners waiting for you to unravel it, peeking
from tops waiting for you to look up, snuggling in someone waiting for you to embrace itâ ¦
Look closerâ ¦ You will find yoursâ ¦

They say life is the real school
Going through ups and downs
Learning from your mistakes...
Tears drawing the path of tomorrow
Creating laughs by drinking up sorrow
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Happiness & Sadness are just states of mind so as love
That was created for us from god above
Sometimes you hate something...hate it really bad...and it ends up being the best thing in life
Sometimes you love something....yet...turn out to be the worst chapter of your life
Pages as they're turned....memories as they're being burned....stories as they're being told.... Grudges as they're
being hold...friendships when they're sold...a time line as its fold...Silence....when it seems to be out of gold
A story written describing a timeline...that someone has been through...
Every scene was taken by pros
What is expected...?
When life is the director producer & author...
While we're just actors...
Do as told...never go spontaneously...
When your closest thing becomes the furthest
When your own is not anymore the dearest......
Watching it...learn from it...rise from the ashes....
Be a new version of your own...
To your life...your mistakes are just the dawn
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